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Abstract

Computer-aided process planning has been recognized as an important tool for coordinating the different operations
involved in making the product. While temporal knowledge is central to the design of efficient and reliable process
plans, little attention is given to the integration of process planning and temporal processing and reasoning. To fill the
void, we propose in this paper a practical approach, which is inspired by the framework of Temporal Constraint Sat-
isfaction Problem~TCSP!, to integrate process planning and temporal reasoning. We show that a TCSP formulation is
a subset of a formulation using a reified temporal logic, and discuss the advantages of using such a restricted model. To
reflect more realistic process planning encountered in real manufacturing environments, we present a model, called
n-TCSP, which is a generalization of the TCSP framework. We envision the proposed temporal reasoning framework as
one of the modules in the evolving new intelligent computer-aided process planning.

Keywords: Temporal Reasoning; Temporal Constraint Satisfaction; Process Planning; Computer-Aided Process
Planning

1. INTRODUCTION

Process planning is an activity within a manufacturing sys-
tem that selects the sequence of operations and production
processes needed to convert a part from one form to an-
other. The initial specification is usually given in the form
of a predefined engineering diagram. The processes and op-
erations usually include tooling, fixtures and machinery, and
the final form usually include dimensions, shape, toler-
ances, and surface finish desired~Chang & Wysk, 1985; Nev-
ins & Whitney, 1989!. Because this task is highly labor
intensive and time consuming, Computer-aided Process Plan-
ning ~CAPP! tools were developed as an important link be-
tween computer-aided design~CAD! and computer-aided
manufacturing~CAM !.

Much work is devoted to the generation of production
and assembly sequences from a product design~DeFazio &
Whitney, 1987; Lin & Chang, 1991; Woo & Dutta, 1991!.
One approach to the problem creates a precedence diagram
~in terms of operations! from a basic design. The process
planner then selects production processes and resources~e.g.,

material-handling equipment and machines!, and assigns op-
erations to the selected production processes. Nevins and
Whitney ~1989! suggest that, as part of the concurrent en-
gineering process, all possible production and assembly se-
quences should be considered during the design phase.

The dominating approach in CAPP is to formulate the
problem of selecting an assembly sequence as a cost mini-
mization problem~e.g., Schmidt & Jackman, 1995!. For that
purpose, the problem is simplified by assuming that pro-
cess duration times are known with certainty, and each pro-
duction process can be associated with a single time factor
standing for its duration. However, in practice, only lower
and upper bounds on process duration are usually known. A
more realistic approach is to capture such uncertainty by
associating processes withtime intervalsthat include all of
their possible duration times. That is, for each process, its
beginning and ending time points can be modeled explic-
itly, and the possible duration times can be captured by the
temporal distances that are allowed between these two points.
The following examples demonstrate this idea:

1. The temporal information “the computer numerically
controlled~CNC! lathe cut off the part within 1 to 2
min” means that the time interval between the ending
and the beginning time points of this process is@1,2# .

2. The temporal information “the operation ‘turn square
groove’ can be performed either by a lathe machine
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within 1 to 2 minor by a boring mill machine within
3 to 4 min,” states that the permitted duration times
lie either within the interval@1,2# or within the inter-
vals @3, 4# . This temporal constraint can be repre-
sented by associating the operation ‘turn square groove’
with the set of time intervals$@1,2# , @3,4#%. That is,
the alternative possibilities are captured by adisjunc-
tive constraint.

3. The temporal constraint “the horizontal mill starts to
turn the right chamfer at least 2 min after the lathe
finishes cutting off the part”; states that the time in-
terval between the beginning time point of the ‘turn
the right chamfer’ process and the ending time point
of the ‘cutting off the part’ process is@2,`# .

4. The temporal information “the surface mount assem-
bly of the resistors starts after the paste is applied, but
has to be completed before the paste becomes dry—
otherwise, the~printed circuit board! PCB is scraped.”
means that if it is known that the paste becomes dry
within t min, then the time interval between the end-
ing time points of the ‘surface mount assembly of the
resistors’ process and the ‘apply paste’ process is@0,t# .

5. The temporal statement “if the CNC lathe #1 finished
its operation~‘turn square groove’! on Part #2 while
Part #1 awaits for its second operation~‘turn left cham-
fer’!, then the CNC lathe #1 can be used to turn the left
chamfer. Otherwise, use the CNC boring mill #1 to turn
the left chamfer.” presents a temporal constraint involv-
ing more than two time points. The constrained time
points aret1e, the ending time point of the first opera-
tion on Part #1,t2e, the ending time point of the ‘turn
square groove’ operation of the CNC lathe #1 on Part
#2, tb, the beginning time point of the ‘turn left cham-
fer’ process, andt3e, the ending time point of the most
recent operation of the CNC boring mill #1. It states that
either the time intervals fromt2e to t1eand fromt2e to tb
are@0,`# , or the time intervals fromt2eto t1e is @2`, 0#
~i.e., t1e occurs beforet2e! and the time interval from
t3e to tb is @0,`# . This constraint can be written, in
short,as$~ @0,`#t2e,t1e

and@0,`# t2e, tb
!, ~@2`,0#t2e,t1e

and
@0,̀ #t3e,tb

!%.

Given such temporal information, we aim at deriving an-
swers to queries and tasks such as:~1! “Is the given tempo-
ral knowledge consistent?”;~2! “Is it possible that the
assembly sequence ends at timet?”; ~3! “What are the pos-
sible times at which the surface mount assembly can be per-
formed?” In addition, it is desirable to generate one or more
assembly sequence scenarios~that is, selecting production
processes and resources for different assembly operations!
consistent with the temporal information provided, finding
all feasible times that a given assembly operation can be
performed, and finding all possible relationships~in terms
of temporal constraints! between two given assembly oper-
ations. Ultimately, an effective procedure to the problem of
selecting an optimal assembly sequence~e.g., in terms of

cost! can find the global optimal among all feasible assem-
bly scenarios generated by the temporal reasoning system.

The above discussion illuminates the relevance and im-
portance of temporal processing for process planning. Nev-
ertheless, in current CAPP little attention is given to this
subject. In this paper we embark on the task of integrating tem-
poral reasoning into this paradigm. As a first step, we con-
sider a deliberately limited and computationally decidable
temporal model, that can account for disjunctive temporal
knowledge of the kind demonstrated above. The model,
termedTemporal Constraint Satisfaction Problems~TCSP),
was first introduced in~Dechter et al., 1991!. Its origins lie in
the general school of constraint network formalisms, termed
Constraint Satisfaction Problems~CSP). @For more informa-
tion, consult, for example, Montanari~1974!, Mackworth
~1977!, Freuder~1978, 1982!, Haralick and Elliott~1980!, Nu-
del~1983!, and Dechter and Pearl~1987!#. The following ex-
ample illustrates how the TCSP model can be used to reason
about temporal information in process planning.

Example 1. Consider the material flow in an assem-
bling environment, which has a single product type and four
workstations. The product has an upper and a lower part
that has to be assembled. The assembly is performed through
three stages of operations. In the first stage, a solder paste is
applied to the upper and lower parts within 8 to 10 s. In the
second stage, screws are fastened to the parts either with
the Pneumatic screw driver within 10 to 17 s or with the
Vertical Mill within 7 to 9 s. In the third stage, the ERV7
Robot picks the sealing with the vacuum tool and carries
the sealing to the part on the fixture within 12 to 17 s. The
conveyor transports the parts from stage to stage within
13 s. The system requires an initial setup within 65 to 85 s.
Because the applied paste~during stage 1! is usable for a
limited amount of time, the second operation~assembling
the upper and lower parts! and the third operation~sealing!
have to be completed within 30 to 40 s and within 50 to 75 s
after the paste is applied, respectively. If the second and third
operations are not completed before the paste becomes dry,
then the product is scraped. The total assembly time of the
product is constrained to be within 120 to 130 s. n

The process planner wishes to answer questions such as:
~1! “Is the information provided by the process planner con-
sistent? In particular, is it possible that the assembly pro-
cess terminates as scheduled~within 120 to 130 s!?”; ~2!
“What are the possible times at which the upper and lower
parts can be assembled?”;~3! “Is it possible that in a sce-
nario, which is consistent with the information provided,
the Pneumatic screw driver is used in the second stage?”

To answer the above queries, we single out the important
operations in the assembling plan. The temporal informa-
tion constrains their beginning and ending time points. The
operation “setting up the assembly system” has a beginning
and ending time points denoted by the variablesX1s andX1e,
respectively. The operation “applying a solder paste to the
upper and lower parts” has beginning and ending variables
X2s andX2e, respectively; the operation “fastening screws
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to the upper and lower parts” has beginning and ending vari-
ablesX3s andX3e, respectively; and the operation “sealing
the product” has beginning and ending variablesX4s and
X4e, respectively. We also introduce a special time point,
denotedX0, to stand for the beginning of the assembly
process.

The problem sets temporal constraints on these points.
For example, the proposition “a solder paste is applied to
the upper and lower parts within 8 to 10 s” implies that the
temporal distance betweenX1s andX1e is constrained by 8≤
X1e 2 X1s ≤ 10. The proposition “screws are fastened to the
parts either with the Pneumatic screw driver within 10 to
17 s or with the Vertical Mill within 7 to 9 s” implies that
10 ≤ X2e 2 X2s ≤ 17 or 7≤ X2e 2 X2s ≤ 9. The proposition
“the second operation has to be completed within 30 to 40 s
after the paste is applied” implies that 30≤ X2e 2 X1e ≤ 40.
The fact that the conveyor transports the parts from the first
stage to the second stage within 13 s, means that the tem-
poral distance betweenX1e andX2s is constrained byX2s 2
X1e 5 13. The constraint on the total assembly time of the
product is: 120≤ X3e 2 X0 ≤ 130.

Temporal constraint systems that use a set of unary and
binary constraints, as in the above example, can be graph-
ically described by representing time points by vertices and
the propositions by labeled edges. Figure 1 presents the
graphical description of the problem of Example 1.

Using algorithmic methods developed for TCSP net-
works, we can answer queries about the consistency of the
temporal constraints, feasible temporal distances between
time points, feasible time values for time points, and even-
tually, find solutions, that is, values for the time points. In-
deed, for general disjunctive networks, the problem is
NP-hard, and the algorithms use heuristics~Dechter et al.,
1991!, or approximate the solutions~Schwalb & Dechter,
1997!, or solve special cases~Dechter et al., 1991; Balaban
& Rosen, 1999!.

Yet, the TCSP model is not a full-fledged logic and it
does not support reasoning about change. For example, it
cannot express a general inference statement such as “if
the CNC lathe #1 breaks down while performing ‘turn
square groove’ on Part #2, then Part #2 is also broken, but
the rest of the process is unaffected. The problem can be
fixed by inserting a new lathe machine to the process, and

repeating the operation of the broken machine.” General
purpose reasoning about change lies in the core of artifi-
cial intelligence theories for representation and reasoning
about common sense knowledge. Nevertheless, such theo-
ries are computationally undecidable; handling scenarios
as the above one with a general inference theory is imprac-
tical. The TCSP model, in contrast, can account for a lim-
ited kind of temporal knowledge, and is meant to answer
only particular queries. However, it is associated with much
developed algorithms and heuristics for answering such que-
ries. The next section includes a short account of temporal
reasoning in AI. In particular, we describe recent efforts to
incorporate temporal constraints into general-purpose rea-
soning without breaking the decidability bound. We also
demonstrate how reified temporal logic can be used to cap-
ture the temporal content in a process-planning activity.
We show that a TCSP network is a subset of such a for-
mulation, for which known inference algorithms are
available.

In this paper, we propose to use a TCSP network to inte-
grate process planning with reasoning about temporal con-
straints. The TCSP network can be one of the modules in
the evolving new intelligent CAPP systems. Moreover, we
further generalize the standard binary TCSP withn-ary con-
straints. The generalization is motivated by the need to ac-
count for complex temporal information, such as when some
resources~e.g., machines or robots! in the assembly system
are flexible and capable of performing multiple operations;
or when material handling tasks~such as placing a part on
the conveyor, removing a part from a feeder, or inserting a
part in a CNC machine! can be performed according to sev-
eral scheduling procedures.

Section 2 includes a short account of temporal reason-
ing in AI, including a reformulation of Example 1, above,
in a reified temporal logic. In Section 3, the relevant con-
cepts and results for TCSPs are presented. In Section 4,
we consider two examples of process planning. The exam-
ples suggest that the TCSP framework that deals with bi-
nary temporal constraints~between two time points! is too
weak because in practical process planning the temporal
constraints are set on several time points. To this end, we
extend the TCSP model to includen-ary temporal con-
straints, and show that the binary TCSP model is a degen-
erate case of the proposed framework~called n-TCSP!.
Interestingly, the generalized TCSP model involves no ad-
ditional computational cost. Finally, we use then-TCSP
model to formulate the temporal content of the previously
introduced examples. Conclusions and future research di-
rections are discussed in Section 5.

2. TEMPORAL REASONING IN ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

Temporal processing is central for common sense reasoning
in real world scenarios pertinent to plan generation and rec-
ognition systems, applications that create explanations, and
prediction systems. To reflect realistic common sense rea-Fig. 1. A directed constraint graph of Example 1.
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soning, temporal processing must represent and reason about
changing situations, causal laws that determine such changes,
occurrences of events and their effects, and constraints im-
posed on possible situations. In addition, temporal reasoning
is used in deductive databases to express temporal dynamic
constraints in the database subject domain, such as for peri-
odical medical treatments~Chomicki, 1996!. In software ver-
ification, temporal reasoning is used to guarantee desirable
properties such as liveliness and fairness of concurrent pro-
cesses~Manna & Pnueli, 1981!. The dynamic logic of Pratt
~1976! and Harel~1979!, developed for the formal analysis
of computer programs, also reasons about the changing sit-
uations involved in computer processes.

Common sense reasoning systems cope with the need to
model changes and lack thereof over time. The main prob-
lem in common sense reasoning about time is the need to
reason with incomplete information about the world and
about the effects of actions. Theframe problem~Pylyshyn,
1987! deals with the effects of actions, while thequalifica-
tion problem~Shoham, 1988! deals with common knowl-
edge that is usually not explicitly specified. In the artificial
intelligence paradigm, the theories developed to deal with
these issues usually build on extending first-order predicate
logic with particular sorts to account for the dynamic na-
ture of the problem. In thesituation calculus~McCarthy &
Hays, 1969; Baker, 1991!, the time passage is modeled by
introducing asituation sortwhere each situation stands for
a point in time. Change over time is modeled by the sort of
fluents, which are time varying terms~McDermott, 1982!.
Other approaches use explicit sorts fortime~Shoham, 1988;
Bacchus et al., 1991! or forevents~Kowalski & Sergot, 1986;
Vila & Reichgelt, 1996!. Implementation issues for tempo-
ral knowledge bases that cope with common sense reason-
ing are discussed in~Dean & McDermott, 1987; Dean, 1989!.

Most applications require, in addition to common sense
reasoning capabilities, the ability to model the temporal on-
tology and its qualitative and quantitative properties. Allen
~1983, 1984!, in his seminal papers developed a qualitative
temporal ontology based onintervals, rather than situa-
tions. The ontology is based on qualitative interval relation-
ships such as beingbefore, after, meeting, during, contained,
equal, etc. Much research on solving and testing consis-
tency of constraints in this ontology followed~Vilain &
Kautz, 1986; Ladkin & Reinefeld, 1992; VanBeek, 1992;
Golumbic & Shamir, 1993!. Another temporal ontology that
was independently investigated is that of metric constraints
among time points, which denote the beginning or ending
of events. This model, termedTemporal Constraint Satis-
faction Problems~TCSP!, was introduced in Dechter et al.
~1991! and further investigated in Schwalb and Dechter
~1997! and Balaban and Rosen~1999!. The TCSP model
generalizes the linear inequalities formalisms of Malik and
Binford ~1983! and of Valdes-Perez~1986!. Combinations
of the qualitative and the metric TCSP models are intro-
duced in Meiri~1996! and Kautz and Ladkin~1991!.

A large body of knowledge was accumulated for solving
particular tasks in the qualitative and metric TCSP models.

These tasks include~1! deciding consistency of a problem
and finding a solution;~2! deciding entailment, that is,
whether a given relation between intervals, between time
points, or between a time point and an interval is entailed
from the problem specification; and~3! enumerating all so-
lutions and computing the minimal temporal constraints al-
lowed by the problem specification.

Because the models are restricted to conjunctions and dis-
junctions of relations, all the above tasks are computation-
ally decidable. Yet, the ontologies for solving temporal
constraints have a limited expressive power. They cannot
describe situations where the number of time points or in-
tervals is not known in advance, such as periodic situations
with unknown time period size. Another limitation is that
they cannot express combinations of temporal and nontem-
poral knowledge. Recent efforts, discussed in Schwalb
et al. ~1997!, propose a combination ofDatalog ~a re-
stricted and decidable deductive databases language!, with
qualitative and metric temporal constraints. Schwalb et al.
~1997! propose a decidable language, termedToken-Datalog,
that can account for if–then rules, temporal constraints, and
periodic constraints.

As mentioned above, we consider in this paper a delib-
erately limited and computationally decidable TCSP model
as a first step to the integration of temporal reasoning and
process planning. The TCSP model is appealing because
~1! it can account for disjunctive temporal knowledge of
the kind demonstrated above;~2! it supports and provides
a framework for the representation and reasoning about
quantitative and metric temporal information~i.e., sen-
tences involving numerical time points and time differ-
ences between events!, which is central to our process
planning application; and~3! it is amendable to known al-
gorithms developed by other network-based methods of con-
straint satisfaction~e.g., Montanari, 1974!. Section 3 is
devoted to the introduction of the temporal constraint sat-
isfaction problem. In the following subsection~2.1! we for-
mulate Example 1 in temporal logic. We use a reified
temporal logic because this approach aims at reasoning
about common sense temporal knowledge.

2.1. Using temporal logic for process
planning—Example and discussion

Classical logic is appropriate for describingstatic situa-
tions because it is timeless. Assignment of truth values to
propositions is independent from possible changes over time.
Hence, classical logic can account for nontemporal infor-
mation about a subject domain. Temporal logics are de-
signed to capturedynamic changes over time. There exist
three main approaches to the formulation of temporal infor-
mation using logic:~1! the method of temporal arguments
~MTA)of Haugh~1987! and Bacchus et al.~1991!; ~2! modal
temporal logics~Manna & Pnueli, 1981; Reichgelt, 1989!;
and ~3! reified temporal logics~McDermott, 1982; Allen,
1984; Kowalski & Sergot, 1986; Dean & McDermott, 1987;
Shoham, 1988; Reichgelt, 1989!.
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In MTA, one simply extends predications and functional
terms with extra arguments that stand for the time points or
intervals in which the proposition is true or the operation
occurs. The main advantage of this method is that it does
not break the framework of first-order logic. Consequently,
standard theorem-proving techniques can be used for infer-
encing. Modal temporal logics account for the time dimen-
sion by complicating the model theory. The single semantical
world of classical logic is replaced by a set ofpossible
worlds, where each world is a full semantical model of clas-
sical logic, standing for a point in time. Temporal ordering
is captured by an accessibility relationship among the pos-
sible worlds. Various temporal orderings give rise to a va-
riety of temporal logics. Modal temporal logics extend the
classical logic by introducing modal operators for captur-
ing behavior over time. Examples of such operators are “at
all future time,” “at some future time,” “at all past time,”
and “at some past time.”

However, both approaches are limited in their ability to
account for temporal common sense because they cannot
express general temporal knowledge, such as knowledge
about the temporal relationship between events and their ef-
fects, or between events and their causes. Reified temporal
logics were introduced in AI to enable reasoning about such
knowledge. The main characteristic of a reified temporal
logic is that propositions are turned into terms that can be
named, and to which predicates can be applied. The two
most frequent predicates in reified temporal logics are
HOLDSandOCCURS. Both predicates state that a certain
named proposition is true at a certain time or holds over a
time interval.HOLDSapplies toproperty propositionslike
“Mary is happy,” whileOCCURSapplies to event proposi-
tions, like “Mary met Bob.”

We now formulate Example 1 within the reified temporal
logic introduced in~Vila & Reichgelt, 1996!. The formula-
tion should be understood on an intuitive basis, as a formal
introduction of the logic is out of the scope of this paper. Be-
cause the example includes quantitative information~numer-
ic time values!, it requires also formal axiomatization of
continuous time. An example of such a formulation appears
in ~Davis, 1990; Chapter 4!, where a language of real-valued
quantities and functions is developed. Davis’ formulation en-
ables computations over the real numbers or over subsets of
the reals, such as the integers or the rationals. This formula-
tion can be adapted to continuous time be specifying that the
space of clock times is isomorphic to the reals.We assume that
such a formulation is available, and use numerical values,
functions and relations, freely, in the formulation.

Example 2. Reformulation of Example 1, using a rei-
fied temporal logic.

1. In the first stage, a solder paste is applied to the upper
and lower parts within 8 to 10 s:
OCCURS~apply~solder-paste,upper-part,t2s,t2e!! and
OCCURS~apply~solder-paste,lower-part,t2s,t2e!! and
8 ≤ t2e 2 t2s ≤ 10.

2. In the second stage, screws are fastened to the parts,
either with the Pneumatic screw driver within 10 to
17 s, or with the Vertical Mill within 8 to 9 s:
@OCCURS~fasten~screws,upper-part,Pneumatic-screw-
driver,t3s,t3e!! and
OCCURS~fasten~screws,lower-part,Pneumatic-screw-
driver,t3s,t3e!! and
10 ≤ t3e 2 t3s ≤ 17 # or
@OCCURS~fasten~screws, upper-part, Vertical-mill,
t3s,t3e!! and
OCCURS~fasten~screws, lower-part, Vertical-mill,
t3s,t3e!! and
8 ≤ t3e 2 t3s ≤ 9#.

3. In the third stage, the ERV7 Robot picks the sealing
with the vacuum tool and carries the sealing to the part
on the fixture within 12 to 17 s:
OCCURS~pick~ERV7,sealing,vacuum-tool,t4s,t4e!! and
OCCURS~carry~ERV7,sealing,upper-part,t4s,t4e!! and
OCCURS~carry~ERV7,sealing,lower-part,t4s,t4e!! and
12 ≤ t4e 2 t4s ≤ 17.

4. The system requires an initial setup within 65 to 85 s:
65 ≤ t1e 2 t1s ≤ 85.

5. The conveyor transports the parts from stage to stage
within 13 s:
t2s 2 t1e 5 13 and
t3s 2 t2e 5 13 and
t4s 2 t3e 5 13.

6. The second stage has to be completed within 30 to
40 s after the solder paste is applied:
30 ≤ t3e 2 t2e ≤ 40.

7. The third stage has to be completed within 50 to 75 s
after the solder paste is applied:
50 ≤ t4e 2 t2e ≤ 75.

8. The total assembly time of the product is constrained
to be within 120 to 130 s:
120≤ t4e 2 t1s ≤ 130. n

Viewing carefully the formulations of Example 1 in a re-
ified temporal logic and in the TCSP model, we see that the
metric TCSP network is simply a part of the temporal logic
formulation. The TCSP model represents only the temporal
relations between the time points and ignores the rest of the
knowledge. This concentration turns the problem decid-
able, and enables the development of specialized inference
algorithms that can decide whether the temporal require-
ments are consistent, test for temporal entailment of rela-
tionships between intervals or time points, and enumerate
all solutions for the important time points in the process.

We see that the TCSP model is not a competitive model
for the temporal logic approach, but simply a restricted ac-
count for a portion of the knowledge, that deals only with
the temporal elements. Consequently, the TCSP formula-
tion falls short of capturing general periodic knowledge such
as:
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• The solder past gets dry within 75 s:
~for all Individual p,

Time pointsts,te:
OCCURS~apply~solder-paste,p,ts,te!! r HOLDS
~dry~solder-paste,te 1 75!! !.

As mentioned above, there are efforts to combine the TCSP
approach, so as to extend its expressiveness, within the de-
cidability range.

3. QUANTITATIVE TEMPORAL CONSTRAINT
SATISFACTION MODELLING

A quantitative~metric) temporal constraint satisfaction prob-
lem ~TCSP! is a set of propositions that temporally con-
strains a collection of binary events. Abinary eventis an
ordered pair oftime points, calledbeginningand ending.
The propositions constrain the temporal~metric! distance
between the points of the events. The task is to suggest a set
of events that satisfy the propositions. Each such set com-
prises a solution. The problem is inconsistent if it has no
solution.

3.1. Definitions, concepts and properties

Definition 1. Metric TCSP: LetD be a domain of time
points. We takeD as the set of real numbers. Fora ≤ b, an
interval@a, b# overD is the set$d6a ≤ d ≤ b% in D. If a 5 b,
@a,b# is denoted@a#. A TCSPis a pair^X,C&, where

1. X is a set of variables$X1,...,Xn%, each identified with
a distinguished beginning or ending point of an event
in the problem domain.

2. C is a set of binary propositions. A binary proposition
is a binary constraint, that is, a set of intervals overD
that constrains the temporal distance between two vari-
ables, to belong to one of the intervals. A proposition
that sets the binary constraintC on the variablesXi

andXj is denotedCij . n

A TCSP can be graphically described by a directed graph,
where vertices represent variables and labeled directed edges
represent propositions. That is, the propositionCij is de-
scribed by a directed edgeXi r Xj that is labeled by the set
of intervalsC.

Example 3. Consider the directed constraint graph of Fig-
ure 2, which shows a TCSP with four variablesX1, X2, X3,
and X4. The propositions in the problem are:$@0#,@2#%1,2,
$@24,21#,@3,6#%1,3, $@21,3#,@5,6#%1,4, $@1#,@3#%2,4, and
$@2#,@4#%3,4. n

Definition 2. Semantics of TCSP: Given a TCSP℘ 5
^X,C&.

1. A proposition Cij in C is satisfied by an assignment
$X1 5 t1,...,Xn 5 tn%, if tj 2 ti [ C.

2. A solutionis a tuple~t1,...,tn! such that the assignment
$X1 5 t1,...,Xn 5 tn% satisfies every proposition inC.
The ti in a solution~t1,...,ti,...,tn! is a feasible valueof
Xi.

3. A TCSP isconsistentif it has a solution.

4. A time pointt is afeasible value of a proposition Cij in
C, if there exists a solution such thattj 2 ti 5 t. n

Example 4. The assignment$X1 5 0, X2 5 2, X3 5 3,
X4 5 5% satisfies all propositions of Example 3, and 0, 2, 3
and 5 are feasible values ofX1, X2, X3, andX4, respectively.
Hence, the tuple~0, 2, 3, 5! is a solution of the problem, and
the problem is consistent. The time points 2, 3, 5, 3 and 2
are feasible values of the propositions$@0#,@2#!1,2,
$@24,21#,@3,6#%1,3, $@21,3#,@5,6#%1,4, $@1#,@3#%2,4, and
$@2#,@4#%3,4, respectively. n

The intervals in a TCSP are assumed to be nonempty and
closed. The termtime sliceis used in an intuitive manner, to
stand for a “continuous” portion of the set of time points.
Consider the following temporal proposition: “the second
operation has to be completed either within 3 to 5 s orwithin
4 to 6 s orwithin 6 to 7 s after the paste is applied.” The
syntactic constraint specified in this proposition is
$@3,5#,@4,6#,@6,7#%, which has complex syntactic representa-
tion but a simple semantic denotation; that is, it denotes the
single time slice@3,7#.

A temporal constraintis any set of time intervals; it can
be empty, finite or infinite. A proposition with an empty con-
straint is not satisfiable. A qualitative constraint such as in
the proposition “the second operation has to be completed
after the paste is applied” is captured by an infinite con-
straint. A temporal constraint, in general, denotes several
~disjoint! time slices. A constraint that denotes a single time
slice is calledsimpleand a proposition with a simple con-
straint is asimple proposition. A simple TCSPis a problem
with simple propositions alone. Otherwise it is nonsimple.
It is well known~Dechter et al., 1991! that deciding the con-
sistency of nonsimple TCSPs is NP-complete. For a simple

Fig. 2. A directed constraint graph of Example 3.
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TCSP withn variables, consistency can be decided inO~n3!
time, wheren is the number of variables in the problem.

A simple caseof a TCSP℘ is obtained from℘ by drop-
ping in every proposition of℘ all intervals but one. Aunion
of problemsis a problem on the same set of variables, whose
propositions are the union of the corresponding proposi-
tions in the input problems.Anonsimple TCSP can be viewed
as the union of its simple cases. Two problems with a com-
mon set of variables areequivalent, if they have the same
set of solutions.

A TCSP is expected to provide the following services:

1. find whether the problem is consistent;

2. find the feasible values of the propositions and of the
variables; and

3. find a single solution or all solutions.

The notion of aminimal problemof a TCSP, which intu-
itively is the equivalent reduced TCSP, is introduced in
Dechter et al.~1991! as a means for fulfilling the above first
two tasks. As for the third service, for a simple minimal
problem, a solution can be computed inO~n2!. For a non-
simple minimal problem, finding a solution might be intrac-
table. The minimal problem can be viewed as a compact
way for storing all solutions. The definition of a minimal
problem requires a means for comparison of TCSPs:

Definition 3. Comparable and Equivalent TCSPs, the
Tighter than relation, and Complementation of TCSPs:
TCSPs℘1 and℘2 arecomparableif they have the same
set of variables, and their propositions are defined on the
same pairs of variables. Given two TCSPs℘1 and℘2 ~not
necessarily comparable!, ℘1 and ℘2 are equivalent
~℘1 [ ℘2!, if they have the same set of solutions. Given
two comparable TCSPs℘1 and℘2, the propositionCij

1 of
℘1 is tighter than the proposition Cij

2 of ℘2 ~Cij
1 # Cij

2 ! if
C1 # C2. ℘1 is tighter than℘2~℘1 # ℘2!, if for all 1 ≤
i, j ≤ n, Cij

1 # Cij
2. Thecomplemented problemof a TCSP

℘, complement~℘!, is a TCSP that is obtained from℘
by complementing all “missing” propositionsCij in ℘ ~i.e.,
missing edges in the directed constraint graph! as theuni-
versal propositions$@2`,1`#%ij . n

Definition 4. Minimal TCSP: Theminimal problemof
a TCSP℘, denotedmin~℘!, is the tightest problem among
all equivalent and comparable problems ofcomplement~℘!.
A problem℘ is minimalif ℘ 5min~℘!. The minimal prob-
lem always exists and is unique by its definition. It exists
because for a given TCSP, the set of its equivalent TCSPs is
closed under intersection. n

3.2. Solving TCSPs

In a minimal problem, testing consistency is immediate be-
cause it amounts to testing whether any proposition is empty
~Dechter et al., 1991!. Feasible values of propositions are
already given in the propositions. Feasible values for vari-

ables can be obtained by first assigning the time point zero
to an arbitrary variableXk. The feasible values of a variable
Xi are taken as the allowed values ofCki .

A solution for a simple minimal TCSP can be computed
in a backtrack-free manner, by anchoring a variable at a time
point, and extending the solution, point by point, such that
a new point is always consistent with points already in the
solution. This is possible since a simple minimal TCSP has
the property that every partial solution can be extended into
a full solution. Hence, the solution can be obtained in time
O~n2! ~Dechter et al., 1991!. If we can find a solution in
that way, we say that the problem isbacktrack free~k-
consistent, for everyk, in the general CSP terminology!. Non-
simple minimal problems are not necessarily backtrack free,
as demonstrated in Example 5 below. Consequently, find-
ing a solution might lead to exhaustive search over all sim-
ple cases. Yet, the minimal problem might help in filtering
out some impossible combinations.

Example 5. The following directed constraint graph il-
lustrates a nonsimple minimal problem, which is not back-
track free~Fig. 3!. It can be checked directly that every value
allowed by any proposition is feasible. Hence, the problem
is minimal. Yet, the partial solution~0, 2, 3! assigned toX1,
X2, andX3, respectively, cannot be extended to a full solu-
tion. Therefore, the problem is not backtrack free. n

The minimal problem of a TCSP℘ is the tightest prob-
lem among all equivalent and comparable problems ofcom-
plement~℘!. Hence, a problem is minimal if and only if its
propositions allow only feasible values. Such propositions
are calledminimal propositions. Theorem 1 below provides
a criterion for minimality~Balaban & Rosen, 1999!. An
equivalent criterion, based on the notion of a distance graph,
is provided in~Dechter et al., 1991!.

Theorem 1. In a simple problem, all propositions are
minimal if and only if every proposition Cij is tighter than
or equal to all indirect propositions between Xi and Xj . n

Fig. 3. A directed constraint graph that illustrates a nonsimple minimal
TCSP.
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In simple problems, because a proposition consists of a
single interval, theAll-shortest-path algorithm of Floyd
~Cormen et al., 1990! can be adapted for computing the tight-
est propositions between all pairs of time points. TheMin-
of-Simple algorithm below exploits this idea to compute
the tightest propositions, which by Theorem 1, yield the min-
imal problem of a given TCSP. The algorithm is taken from
~Balaban & Rosen, 1999!. A similar algorithm, applied to
the distance graphof a simple TCSP is given in~Dechter
et al., 1991!. Because theMin-of-Simple process does not
divide intervals, the minimal problem of a simple problem
is also simple. In a nonsimple problem℘, the minimal prob-
lem can be constructed from the minimal problems of the
simple cases of℘.

To describe theMin-of-Simple algorithm, we need the
following binary operations on propositions:composition
~⊕! and intersection~ù!. The composition of propositions
Cij andCjk, denotedCij ⊕ Cjk, is defined as follows: For
intervals@a,b# , @c,d# , @a,b# ⊕ @c,d# 5 @a 1 c, b 1 d#; and
Cij ⊕ Cjk 5 $@a,b# ⊕ @c,d#6@a,b# [ Cij ,@c,d# [ Cjk%ik.
The intersection of propositionsCij andCjk, denotedCij ù
Cjk , is defined as follows:Cij ù Cjk 5 $ @a, b# ù
@c,d#6@a,b# [ Cij , @c,d# [ Cjk%ik. The Min-of-Simple al-
gorithm is described as follows:

Algorithm Min-of-Simple
input: A simple TCSP℘
output: min ~℘!
time: O~n3!, for a problem withn variables.

1. complement℘
2. for every time variableXi do

3. for every propositionCjk

4. Cjk R Cjk ù ~Cji ⊕ Cik!

5. IF: Cjk 5 B
THEN: exit ~the problem is inconsistent!.

4. APPLICATION OF METRIC NONBINARY
TEMPORAL CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION
TO PROCESS PLANNING

The TCSP framework introduced in Section 3 is limited to
problems involving constraints~disjunctive sentences! on
pairs of time points. Such constraints, however, are insuf-
ficient for a process planning environment, and we must al-
low nonbinary constraints. In this section, we consider two
scenarios of process planning that cannot be modeled by
binary TCSPs because they require nonbinary constraints.
In Section 4.3 we introduce then-TCSP model, which is a
generalization of the binary TCSP model to account forn-ary
metric temporal constraints. We also show that the TCSP
model is a degenerate case of the proposed framework, and
that all techniques and theoretical results developed for bi-
nary TCSPs still hold with the extended model with no ex-
tra computational cost.

4.1. PCB Assembly example

Consider the material flow in an automated printed circuit
board~PCB! assembling environment, which uses surface-
mount technology~Coombs, 1988!. Surface mount technol-
ogy involves mainly the process of placing a surface-mount
component onto the board in the required position. Assem-
bly of a surface-mount device involves positioning the com-
ponent on the board, which has previously had the solder
paste applied. Thus, the material handling system has to
transport the boards in-between insertion machines~surface-
mount devices! and also between insertion machines and
buffers at the right time before the adhesive becomes dry
~in which case the board has to be discarded!.

More specifically, the Flexible Manufacturing System
~FMS! under study has two PCB types~PCBs 1 and 2!, five
workstations~M0 to M4! and two material handling systems
~a linear conveyor and a SCORBOT-ER709 robot!. The as-
sembly of both PCBs is performed through three stages of
operations~solder paste, passive components assembly, and
flat packs assembly! as depicted in Figure 4. Some ma-
chines in the system are dedicated to one operation and a
single PCB type~M1, M3, andM4!; others are flexible and
capable of performing multiple operations~M0 andM2!. The
system requires an initial setup within 65 to 85 s. Raw pan-
els of each PCB type are screened via an epoxy compound
at the first stage~by M0!, and are transported by the linear
conveyor to the surface-mount devices~at the second and
third stages!, where the components are placed on to the
pasted PCBs.1 The linear conveyor transports the PCBs from
the first stage to the second stage, while the PCBs are trans-
ported from the second stage to the third stage by the
SCORBOT-ER709 robot.2 The robot’s material handling task
is performed according to a first come first serve~FCFS!
scheduling policy. Tables 1 and 2 show the process plans of
both PCB types. The transportation times of the material
handling systems are provided in Table 3.

Because the applied paste~during stage 1! is usable for a
limited amount of time, the second and third operations of
both PCB types have to be completed within 30 to 40 s and
within 50 to 60 s after the paste is applied, respectively. The
total assembly time of both PCB types is constrained to be
within 100 to 120 s.

Given the above temporal information, the following que-
ries may be considered:~1! “Is it possible that the assembly
process terminates as scheduled~within 100 to 120 s!?”; ~2!
“Is it possible that in a scenario, which is consistent with
the information provided,M2 is used for the flat packs as-
sembly of PCB type 1~third stage!?”; ~3! “Is it possible that
in a scenario, which is consistent with the information pro-
vided, the robot transports PCB type 1 from the second stage
to the third stagebeforePCB type 2 is served?”;~4! “What

1For illustrative purposes, we assume~w.l.o.g.! that PCBs are not de-
layed between the first and second assembly stages.
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are the possible times at which the assembly operations can
occur?”

Several temporal constraints are given in the process plan-
ning description such as~1! “a solder paste is applied to
PCB type 1 within 8 to 10 s”;~2! “passive components are
assembled to PCB type 2 either withM2 mode #1 within 25
to 28 s or withM2 mode #2 within 17 to 25 s”;~3! “flat
packs has to be assembled to PCB type 2 within 50 to 60 s
after the paste is applied”;~4! “the linear conveyor trans-
ports PCB type 1 from the first stage to the second stage
within 7 s”; ~5! “the total assembly time of PCB type 2 is
constrained to be within 100 to 120 s.”

Given temporal constraints of this kind, the translation
into binary TCSP constraints is straightforward. In contrast,
the following additional temporal constraints in the above
description cannot be encoded by binary TCSP constraints:
~6! “if the passive components are assembled to PCB type 1
beforethe passive components are assembled to PCB type
2 than the SCORBOT-ER709 robot transports PCB type 1
from the second stage to the third stage within 5 to 9 s and

the flat packs are assembled byM3 to PCB type 1 within 7
to 12 s; otherwise, if the passive components are assembled
to PCB type 1after the passive components are assem-
bled to PCB type 2 and the SCORBOT-ER709 robot is avail-
able ~i.e., PCB type 2 was already transported to the next
stage by the robot!, than the SCORBOT-ER709 robot trans-
ports PCB type 1 from the second stage either within 4 to
7 s to M2 or within 5 to 9 s toM3. Accordingly, the flat
packs are assembled to PCB type 1 within 12 to 17 s byM2

or within 7 to 12 s byM3”; ~7! “if the passive components
are assembled to PCB type 2before the passive compo-
nents are assembled to PCB type 1, than the SCORBOT-
ER709 robot transports PCB type 2 from the second stage
to the third stage either within 6 to 9 s~using mode #1! or
within 3 to 7 s~using mode #2!, and the flat packs are as-
sembled to PCB type 2 within 15 to 20 s byM4; otherwise,
if the passive components are assembled to PCB type 2af-
ter the passive components are assembled to PCB type 1
and the SCORBOT-ER709 robot is available, than the
SCORBOT-ER709 robot transports PCB type 2 from the sec-

Fig. 4. Schematic of the printed circuit boards process plans.

Table 1. Process plan for PCB type 1

Operation
Machine
candidate

Operating
modes

Processing
time
~s!

Solder paste M0 1 @8,10#
Passive components assembly M1 1 @18,24#
Flat packs assembly M2 1 @12,17#

M3 1 @7,11#

Table 2. Process plan for PCB type 2

Operation
Machine
candidate

Operating
modes

Processing
time

Solder paste M0 1 @13,17#

Passive components assembly M2 1 @25,28#

2 @17,24#

Flat packs assembly M4 1 @15,20#
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ond stage to the third stage either within 6 to 9 s~using mode
#1! or within 3 to 7 s~using mode #2!, and the flat packs are
assembled to PCB type 2 within 15 to 20 s byM4.”

4.2. Product development process example

The problem of selecting an assembly sequence is also con-
sidered in the light of recent work in concurrent engineer-
ing and product development processes~Nevins & Whitney,
1989!. Product development processes involve the coordi-
nation and control of a set of complexactivitiesto accom-
plish a project. Activities do not stand alone; aprecedence
relationshipdetermines a sequence for undertaking activi-
ties. It specifies that one activity cannot start until a set of
preceding activities have been completed. Often,~e.g., when
a project has never been done before!, time estimates for
activities involve uncertainty. To incorporate uncertainty into
product development processes, activity times are stated in
terms of two reasonable time estimates:~1! the optimistic
time, which is the shortest time in which the activity can be
completed; and~2! thepessimistictime, which is the long-
est estimated time required to perform an activity. More-
over, each such activity can be performed by alternative
resource types~e.g., by different contractors!. Thus, primi-
tive temporal information can be represented by a set of dis-
junctive intervals over the beginning and ending time points
of each activity. The following example illustrates a prod-
uct development process. The product development pro-
cess involves 10 major activities. The temporal order among
activities is shown in Table 4. The following additional tem-
poral constraints are considered:~1! the product develop-
ment process is constrained to be completed within 65 to 70
weeks; and~2! activity F has to be completed within 30 to
35 weeks from the start of the process due to limited avail-
ability of resources.

Given such temporal information, we aim at deriving an-
swers to queries and tasks such as:~1! “Is it possible that
the entire product development process terminates as sched-
uled ~within 65 to 70 s!?”; ~2! “Is it possible that in a sce-
nario, which is consistent with the information provided,
the first resource type is used for carrying out activity A”;

~3! “Is it possible that in a scenario, which is consistent with
the information provided, both activities E and G have to be
completedbeforeactivity H can be started?”;~4! “What are
the possible times at which the product development activ-
ities can occur?”

To answer the above queries, we let the eventAj denote
the jth activity.2 Several temporal constraints are given in
the product development process description such as~1! “ac-
tivity B is performed within 7 to 15 weeks”;~2! “activity D
is performed either with resource type 1 within 8 to 16 s or
with resource type 2 within 5 to 7 weeks”;~3! “activity F
has to be completed within 30 to 35 weeksafter the product
development process is started”;~4! “the total development
time is constrained to be within 65 to 70 weeks.”

Given temporal constraints of this kind, the translation
into binary TCSP constraints is straightforward. In contrast,
consider the following high-order temporal constraints that
cannot be encoded by binary TCSP constraints:~5! “activ-
ity B or C must precede activity D”; and~6! “activity E and
G must precede activity H or activity J must precede activ-
ity H.”

In summary, we presented two examples, and identified
cases where nonbinary temporal constraints arise naturally.
The first PCB assembly example demonstrates thatn-ary
constraints can occur when two~or more! operations both
need a nonshareable resource~e.g., material handling sys-
tem or machine!. The second product development process
example demonstrates that the temporal ordering of activi-
ties may involve multiple activities and therefore complex
Boolean logic. In Section 4.4, we show how such temporal
constraints can be encoded within an extendedn-TCSP
model, which is introduced in the following section.

2For reference purposes, activities are numbered in accordance with
their labels as given in Table 4.

Table 3. Material handling transportation times

Route
direction Material handling system

Operating
modes

Transportation
time

M0 r M1 Linear Conveyor 1
@7,7#

M0 r M2 @10,10#
M1 r M2 SCORBOT-ER709 robot 1 @4,7#
M1 r M3 SCORBOT-ER709 robot 1 @5,9#
M2 r M4 SCORBOT-ER709 robot 1 @6,9#

2 @3,5#

Table 4. List of activities and temporal order for a product
development process

Activity
Resource

type Time estimates
Immediate

predecessors

A 1 @11,13# –
2 @9,10#

B 1 @7,15# A
C 1 @5,15# A
D 1 @8,16# B or C

2 @5,7#
E 1 @14,30# D
F 1 @6,18# D
G 1 @25,41# F
H 1 @35,45# ~E and G! or F
I 1 @10,28# A
J 1 @5,7# I
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4.3. Nonbinary TCSP (n-TCSP)

Having introduced two specific process planning scenarios,
we are now prepared to consider problems involvingn-ary
temporal constraints, calledn-TCSP. In general, we show
that a problem involvingn-ary constraints can be translated
into a disjunction ofsimple~binary) TCSPs~see Section 3.1!.
Therefore, the solutions to a givenn-TCSP are the solutions
to all simple binary TCSPs in this disjunction. This decom-
position scheme exploits the tractable procedures~e.g., the
Min-of-Simple algorithm presented in Section 3.2! devel-
oped for simple TCSPs. Note that although simple prob-
lems are tractable, the decomposition of a disjunctiven-TCSP
~as well as disjunctive binary TCSP! might include an ex-
ponential number of simple problems~exponential in the
number of binary edges, i.e.,n2, for a problem withn vari-
ables!, and hence be intractable.

Definition 5. n-TCSP: LetD be a domain of time points.
An n-TCSPis a pair^X,C&, where

1. X is a set of time variables$X1, . . . ,Xn% , each identi-
fied with a distinguished time point that marks the be-
ginning or the ending of an event.

2. C is a set ofdisjunctive propositions$∨CP% , where
P # X. In a disjunctive proposition∨CP, CP is acom-
pound propositionset onP, that is, a conjunction of
simple binary propositions~intervals overD! set on
time points inP. That is,CP 5 ∧ Iij , whereIij is an
interval overD, that constrains the temporal distance
betweenXi and Xj . In sum,C 5 ∧~∨~∧ Iij !Xi , Xj [
P!P # X. n

Then-TCSP model is a generalization of the TCSP model
since a TCSP is a degeneraten-TCSP taken over binary sub-
sets ofX alone. That is, in a classical TCSP problem, the set
of propositions is:

C 5 ∧~∨~∧ Iij !Xi ,Xj [ $Xi ,Xj %!$Xi ,Xj % # X

5 ∧~∨Iij !$Xi ,Xj % # X. ~1!

The semantics ofn-TCSP is the same as that of TCSP.
Finding the minimal network is defined the same way. A
simple n-TCSP problemis a nondisjunctiven-TCSP, that is,
∧~~∧ Iij !Xi ,Xj [ P!P # X. It can be shown that a simple
n-TCSP is equivalent to the simple TCSP obtained by in-
tersecting all intervals set on each pair of time points within
the various compound propositions~order depends on num-
ber of compound propositions—possibly exponential in the
number of time variables!. We term this simple TCSP the
derived TCSPof the given simplen-TCSP. Consequently,
the minimal network of a simplen-TCSP can be computed
by computing the minimal network of its derived TCSP.

A simple caseof ann-TCSP problem is the simple prob-
lem obtained by selecting a single element from each dis-

junct; that is,C 5 ∧~~∧ Iij !Xi ,Xj [ P!P # X. Finding the
minimal network of a disjunctiven-TCSP is computed by
computing the minimal networks of all simple cases, and
combining the results into a new, minimal, disjunctive
n-TCSP problem.

4.4 Detailed modelling byn-TCSP

In this section, we show how the temporal constraints in-
volving in the above examples can be encoded within the
n-TCSP model.

4.4.1. Modelling the PCB assembly example
To answer the above queries, we consider the following

operations~or events!:

• O1—setting up the assembly system;

• O2
j—applying a solder paste to the raw panels of PCB

type j;

• O3
j—passive components assembly of PCB typej;

• O4
j—flat packs assembly of PCB typej; and

• Rj —transporting PCB typej from the second stage to
the third stage.3

These operations are associated with 18 time points~the
variables we want to constrain!, each of which represents
a beginning or an ending point of some operation. In par-
ticular, let X1s denote the time whereO1 begins,X1e de-
note the time whereO1 ends,Xis

j denote the time operation
Oi

j starts,Xie
j denote the time operationOi

j ends,XRs
j de-

note the time whereRj starts whileXRe
j denote the time

where Rj ends. In addition, we introduce a special time
point, X0, to represent the beginning of the assembly pro-
cess. The various temporal constraints provided in the pro-
cess planning description in Section 4.1 are encoded by
n-ary constraints as shown in Table 5.

4.4.2. Product development process example
To answer the above queries, we letOi denote theith ac-

tivity ~see Table 4!.2 These activities are associated with 10
time points, each of which represents a beginning or an end-
ing point of some operation. In particular, letXis denote the
time whereOi begins,Xie denote the time whereOi ends. In
addition, we letX0 represent the beginning of the product
development process. A partial list of temporal constraints
that are translated inton-TCSP is shown in Table 6.

5. SUMMARY

In this paper, we propose a formal approach for the integra-
tion of process planing and temporal processing and reason-

3As mentioned above, it is assumed that PCBs are not delayed between
the first and second assembly stages. This assumption can be removed~i.e.,
PCBs wait in front of a machine if it is busy! by introducing additional
events~with beginning and ending time points! associated with the trans-
portation of PCBs by the conveyor.
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Table 5. Encoding the process planning temporal constraints with Hi-TCSP

Description Underlying variables~P # X !! Temporal constraints$∨CP%

“The system’s set-up is done at the beginning of the assembly process” X0,X1s $@0# on X0,X1s%
“The system requires an initial setup within 65 to 85 s” X1s,X1e $@65,85# on X1s,X1e%
“the solder paste is applied to the raw panels of PCB type 1after the

system’s set-up is completed”
X2s

1 ,X1e $@0,`# on X2s
1 ,X1e%

“the solder paste is applied to the raw panels of PCB type 2after the
system’s set-up is completed”

X2s
2 ,X1e $@0,`# on X2s

2 ,X1e%

“either the solder paste is applied to PCB type 1beforeit is applied to PCB
type 1 or vice versa”

X2s
1 ,X2e

1 ,X2s
2 ,X2e

2 $@0,`# on X2e
1 ,X2s

2 %
or
$@0,`# on X2e

2 ,X2s
1 %

“a solder paste is applied to PCB type 1 within 8 to 10 s” X2s
1 ,X2e

1 $@8,10# on X2s
1 ,X1e

2 %
“a solder paste is applied to PCB type 2 within 13 to 17 s” X2s

2 ,X2e
2 $@13,17# on X2s

1 ,X2e
1 %

“the linear conveyor transports PCB type 1 from the first stage to the
second stage within 7 s”

X2e
1 ,X3s

1 $@7# on X2e
1 ,X3s

1 %

“the linear conveyor transports PCB type 2 from the first stage to the
second stage within 10 s”

X2e
2 ,X3s

2 $@7# on X2e
2 ,X3s

2 %

“passive components are assembled to PCB type 1 within 18 to 24 s” X3s
1 ,X3e

1 $@18,24# on X3s
1 ,X3e

1 %
“passive components are assembled to PCB type 2 either withM2 mode #1

within 25 to 28 s or withM2 mode #2 within 17 to 25 s”
X3s

2 ,X3e
2 $@25,28# on X3s

2 ,X3e
2 %

or
$@17,24# on X3s

2 ,X3e
2 %

“passive components has to be assembled to PCB type 1 within 30 to 40 s
after the paste is applied”

X2e
1 ,X3e

1 $@30,40# on X2e
1 ,X3e

1 %

“passive components has to be assembled to PCB type 2 within 30 to 40 s
after the paste is applied”

X2e
2 ,X3e

2 $@30,40# on X2e
2 ,X3e

2 %

“if the passive components are assembled to PCB type 1beforethe passive
components are assembled to PCB type 2 than the SCORBOT-ER709
robot transports PCB type 1 from the second stage to the third stage
within 5 to 9 s and the flat packs are assembled byM3 to PCB type 1
within 7 to 12 s; otherwise, if the passive components are assembled to
PCB type 1after the passive components are assembled to PCB type 2
and the SCORBOT-ER709 robot is available~i.e., PCB type 2 was
already transported to the next stage by the robot!, than the
SCORBOT-ER709 robot transports PCB type 1 from the second stage
either within 4 to 7 s toM2 or within 5 to 9 s toM3. Accordingly, the flat
packs are assembled to PCB type 1 within 12 to 17 s byM2 or within 7 to
12 s byM3”

X3e
1 ,X3e

2 ,XRs
1 ,XRe

1 ,XRe
2 ,X4s

1 ,X4e
1 $^@0,`# on X3e

1 ,X3e
2 & and

^@0,`# on XRe
2 ,X3e

1 & and
^@4,7# on XRs

1 ,XRe
1 & and

^@12,17# on X4s
1 ,X4e

1 &%
or
$^@0,`# on X3e

2 ,X3e
1 & and

^@0,`# on XRe
2 ,X3e

1 & and
^@5,9# on XRs

1 ,XRe
1 & and

^@7,12# on X4s
1 ,X4e

1 &%

“if the passive components are assembled to PCB type 2beforethe passive
components are assembled to PCB type 1, than the SCORBOT-ER709
robot transports PCB type 2 from the second stage to the third stage
either within 6 to 9 s~using mode #1! or within 3 to 7 s~using mode #2!,
and the flat packs are assembled to PCB type 2 within 15 to 20 s byM4;
otherwise, if the passive components are assembled to PCB type 2after
the passive components are assembled to PCB type 1 and the
SCORBOT-ER709 robot is available, than the SCORBOT-ER709 robot
transports PCB type 2 from the second stage to the third stage either
within 6 to 9 s~using mode #1! or within 3 to 7 s~using mode #2!, and
the flat packs are assembled to PCB type 2 within 15 to 20 s byM4”

X3e
1 ,X3e

2 ,XRs
2 ,XRe

2 ,XRe
1 ,X4s

2 ,X4e
2 $^@0,`# on X3e

2 ,X3e
1 & and

^@6,9# on XRs
2 ,XRe

2 & and
^@15,20# on X4s

2 ,X4e
2 &%

or
$^@0,`# on X3e

2 ,X3e
1 & and

^@3,7# on XRs
2 ,XRe

2 & and
^@15,20# on X4s

2 ,X4e
2 &%

or
$^@0,`# on X3e

1 ,X3e
2 & and

^@0,`# on XRe
1 ,X3e

2 & and
^@6,9# on XRs

2 ,XRe
2 & and

^@15,20# on X4s
2 ,X4e

2 &%
or
$^@0,`# on X3e

1 ,X3e
2 & and

^@0,`# on XRe
1 ,X3e

2 & and
^@3,7# on XRs

2 ,XRe
2 & and

^@15,20# on X4s
2 ,X4e

2 &%
“f lat packs has to be assembled to PCB type 1 within 50 to 60 s after the

paste is applied”
X2e

1 ,X4e
1 $^@50,60# on X2e

1 ,X4e
1 &%

“f lat packs has to be assembled to PCB type 2 within 50 to 60 s after the
paste is applied”

X2e
2 ,X4e

2 ^@50,60# on X2e
2 ,X4e

2 &

“the total assembly time of PCB type 1 is constrained to be within 100 to
120 s”

X0,X4e
1 ^@100,120# on X0,X4e

1 &

“the total assembly time of PCB type 2 is constrained to be within 100 to
120 s”

X0,X4e
2 ^@100,120# on X0,X4e

2 &
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ing. Our approach relies on constraint-network formalisms,
and TCSPs in particular. The TCSP model is weaker than a
full temporal logic. We show that a TCSP network is a subset
of a formulation using a reified temporal logic, and discuss
the advantages of using such a restricted model. In the pro-
posed approach, operations~or activities! are considered as
events, each of which is assigned a binary temporal con-
straint related to the time difference between the beginning
and ending time points of the event.Alternative processes for
each operation are accounted for by disjunctive temporal bi-
nary constraints. Such constraints, however, are shown to be
insufficient for our main application of process planning; we
must allow nonbinary temporal constraints. It is demonstrated
thatn-ary temporal expressions could arise from a resource
constraint or temporalorderingofactivities that involvescom-
plex Boolean logic. Because binaryTCSPs do not offer a con-
venient mechanism for dealing with such information, we
present an extended approach, calledn-TCSP, that explores
TCSPs with nonbinary constraints. We also show that our ap-
proach comprises binary TCSPas a special case; and all tech-
niques and theoretical results developed forTCSPapply to the
extended model with no computational cost.The proposed ap-
proach can be used as preprocessing of selecting an optimal
assembly sequence by finding the global optimum among all
feasible sequences generated byn-TCSP.

To implement our approach, the following aspects of in-
formation processing must be well addressed:~1! improv-
ing and automating the transformation of a given high-level
process plan description~as provided in Sections 4.1 and
4.2! to temporal constraints;~2! maintaining and organiz-
ing the temporal knowledge base;~3! developing a retrieval
mechanism for queries; and~4! developing an inference
mechanism for deriving new temporal information. In ad-
dition, a smooth coordination between temporal reasoning
and CAD0CAM, as well as other aspects of integrated man-
ufacturing systems is essential to the success of our approach.

A classification of process planning situations involving
nonbinary temporal constraints, with the aim of exploiting

their algebraic properties, is desirable. Finally, a natural ex-
tension of our work is to exploren-TCSPs that combine qual-
itative and quantitative temporal knowledge as pertinent to
process planning@as suggested, for example, by Meiri
~1996!# , and to further extend the expressiveness of this
framework with if–then rules@as suggested in the Token-
Datalog language of Schwalb et al.~1997!# .
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